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Abstract. NGC 1275, the central galaxy in the Perseus cluster, is the host of gigantic
hot bipolar bubbles inflated by AGN jets observed in the radio as Perseus A. It presents
a spectacularHα-emitting nebulosity surrounding NGC 1275, with loops and filaments
of gas extending to over 50 kpc. The origin of the filaments is still unknown, but
probably correlates with the mechanism responsible for the giant buoyant bubbles. We
present 2.5 and 3-dimensional MHD simulations of the central region of the cluster in
which turbulent energy, possibly triggered by star formation and supernovae (SNe)
explosions is introduced. The simulations reveal that the turbulence injected by
massive stars could be responsible for the nearly isotropic distribution of filaments and
loops that drag magnetic fields upward as indicated by recent observations. Weak shell-
like shock fronts propagating into the ICM with velocities of 100-500 km/s are found,
also resembling the observations. The isotropic outflow momentum of the turbulence
slows the infall of the intracluster medium, thus limiting further starburst activity in
NGC 1275. As the turbulence is subsonic over most of the simulated volume, the
turbulent kinetic energy is not efficiently converted into heat and additional heating is
required to suppress the cooling flow at the core of the cluster. Simulations combining
the MHD turbulence with the AGN outflow can reproduce the temperature radial
profile observed around NGC 1275. While the AGN mechanism is the main heating
source, the supernovae are crucial to isotropize the energy distribution.
PACS numbers: 98.65.-r, 98.65.Hb, 02.60.Cb
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1. Introduction
Perseus (Abell 426) at z = 0.0176 is the brightest galaxy cluster in X-ray, is a prototype of
cooling core clusters. Its central galaxy, NGC 1275, hosts a narrow-line radio source, Per
A (3C84), which interacts with the intracluster gas through its jets and bipolar outflows.
Chandra X-ray observations (Fabian et al. 2003, 2006, Saunders & Fabian 2007) reveal
an associated complex intracluster medium (ICM), with temperatures ranging from 2.5
keV near NGC 1275 up to 7 keV in the outskirts. Features like X-ray cavities and
spherical shock waves (Graham, Fabian & Sanders 2008) observed in its thermal plasma
seem to be associated with energy flows in the central region.
A rich filamentary structure of cold gas is roughly isotropically distributed around
NGC 1275 (∼ 1 − 103 cm−3 and T ∼ 103 − 104 K)(Conselice, Gallagher & Wise 2001,
Salome et al. 2006, Fabian et al. 2003, Fabian et al. 2008). It extends to ∼ 75 kpc
in radius and is > 108 yr old, and its origin is still undetermined (Johnstone et al
2007, Ferland et al. 2008, Revaz et al. 2008). The filaments have radial velocities of
∼ 200 km s−1, much smaller than the sound speed of ∼ 700 km s−1 in the surrounding
hot ICM (Hatch et al. 2006, Gallagher et al. in preparation). The mechanism by
which the filaments are stabilized against disruption into the pervasive 4× 107 K ICM
is also unclear, but a magnetic field in the filaments (∼ 100µG) in equipartition with
the surrounding pressure would be sufficient to assure their stabilization (Fabian et al.
2008).
It has been suggested that the formation of filaments and the increase of turbulent
energy in galaxy clusters could be related to the cooling flows and the consequent
magnetic compression (Pistinner & Shaviv 1995, Godon et al. 1998). However, there is
no evidence of strong cooling flows that could reproduce these models. Both the origins
of the giant gas filaments and suppression of the cooling flow in A426 can be associated
with the presence of giant bubbles of hot gas inflated by the AGN (Fabian et al. 2003).
However, recent hydrodynamical simulations have shown that the AGN feedback seems
to be insufficient to reduce the cooling flow effects to the observed values, TICM/Tcore ∼ 3
(Gardini 2007). Simulations also suggest that AGN are likely to be ineffective in creating
a nearly isotropic distribution of filaments. This is because, despite the large AGN power
output (1042 − 1044 erg s−1), which explains the production of the hot bubbles, the low
density and momentum associated with the relativistic jets do not readily distribute
the thermal energy isotropically. Additional energy/momentum mechanism(s) may be
required to produce both the isotropic filamentary structure and the isotropization of
energy.
The issue of AGN feedback in galaxy clusters presents a number of unsolved
problems yet which have been extensively discussed in the literature. Besides those
discussed above, hydrodynamical simulations have also shown that the AGN bubbles
may disrupt within 100 Myr due to Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
(Bruggen et al. 2005, Heinz et al.2006, Pizzolato & Soker 2006), failing to reproduce
the observed ICM cavities, whose inferred ages are ≥ 108 yrs in the outer regions
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of Perseus (Nulsen et al. 2005). The inclusion of magnetic fields in bubbles which
are inflated by kinetic-dominated jets seems to alleviate this problem (Robinson et al.
2004, Ruszkowski et al. 2007), but also reduce the extent to which the interior of the
hot bubbles couple to the surrounding medium, making it much more difficult for AGN
heating to balance cooling (e.g., Bruggen et al. 2009). Even when the bubbles are
inflated by magnetically-dominated jets (Nakamura et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2008), they
rise through the cluster ICM as bipolar structures, and it is unclear how they couple
with the surrounding medium and distribute heating.
In this work, we discuss another aspect of these questions through an examination
of a supplementary stellar source of energy and momentum injection. We assume that
gas infall into a central cluster galaxy triggers star formation and consequently SNe
explosions that produce turbulence. SNe-driven turbulence in galaxy haloes is quite
a common phenomenon (see de Avillez 2000; de Gouveia Dal Pino et al. 2009 for
reviews). Edge-on star forming galaxies often exhibit hot halos with structures that
resemble chimneys and fountains extending for several kpc above the galaxy. Numerical
simulations indicate that they are produced by SNe, which blow superbubbles that carve
the disk material and propels gas outwards (Melioli et al. 2008; 2009 and references
therein). Halo cloud complexes and filaments resulting from these processes are observed
in star forming disk galaxies (e.g. Dettmar 2005). The role of SN-powered galactic winds
in preventing central gas cooling has been also recently investigated in the context of
fossil group of galaxies (Dupke et al. 2009).
This study explores the role of turbulence injected in the central region of
NGC 1275. Our model examines the importance of turbulence in the suppressing the
cooling flow, providing energy/momentum for the production of the complex filamentary
structures of cold gas, and dragging magnetic energy outwards into the ICM. To this end
we made magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) numerical simulations of turbulence evolution
in a realistic distribution of cluster gas, threaded by a weak magnetic field. The model
and initial setup of the simulations are described in the following section. The main
results and discussions are presented in §3, and we draw our conclusions in §4.
2. The model
In order to simulate the role of turbulence on mass and energy feedback in a galaxy
cluster core, we performed MHD simulations accounting for the hot gas surrounding the
core galaxy, and introduced the turbulent energy injection at the central core that could
represent the feedback from SNe in an ongoing starburst. The model was implemented
in a well-tested Godunov-MHD scheme, in which we integrate the full set of MHD
equations in conservative form (Falceta-Gonc¸alves, Kowal & Lazarian 2008, Burkhart
et al. 2009, Kowal et al. 2009, Lea˜o et al. 2009).
An external force term, f = fturb + fgrav, which is responsible for the turbulence
injection and gravity, is explicitly incorporated into the momentum equation. The
turbulence is introduced by a random solenoidal function in Fourier space within a
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chosen range of scales (see Alvelius 1999 for details). The effects of radiative cooling
are treated separately, as we compute ∂P
∂t
= (1 − γ)n2Λ(T ), after each timestep, where
n is the number density and Λ(T ) is the interpolation function from an electron cooling
efficiency table for an optically thin gas (Gnat & Sternberg 2007).
The external gravity is introduced through an appropriately scaled fixed
distribution of dark matter following the NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996),
ρDM(r) =
ρs
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (1)
where rs represents the characteristic radius of the cluster and ρs = Ms/(4pir
3
s
).
From isothermal pressure equilibrium the gas density may be described by ρ(r) =
ρ0[cosh(r/rs)]
−1. As initial setup for the simulations we used an initial core density
ρ0 = 5 × 10
−2cm−3 and rs = 30 kpc, which results in a similar profile to the empirical
density distribution (Sanders et al. 2004). The core temperature is set as T0 = 7×10
7K
which gives a free-free cooling timescale of ∼ 400Myr. The turbulence is introduced
within the range 1 < linj < 3 kpc. This range of values is a little large - due to
limited resolution - whencompared to the typical sizes of galactic superbubbles inflated
by starbursts, which are of the order of several hundreds of parsecs. The injection scales,
however, do not play a major influence on the subject of this study. The turbulent energy
injection occurs within a radius of 5 kpc around the core center, and is set at a constant
rate of Pinj = 10
56erg Myr−1. This value represents injection from 10−1 SNe/yr, in
agreement with the expected value for NGC 1275 where the star formation rate is ∼ 30
M⊙ yr
−1 (Dixon et al. 1996).
Faraday rotation and synchrotron measurements obtained for several galaxy clusters
have suggested magnetic field intensities of B ∼ 0.1− 1µG, for the cluster halo. In our
simulations, the magnetic field is assumed to be initially uniform in the x-direction,
with intensity B0 = 1µG, very small compared to the thermal pressure (β ∼ 10
4) but in
agreement with the observations. Because of the high beta value the initial topology of
the field is dynamically irrelevant. The computational domain corresponds to a box with
physical size of L = 100 kpc. The cube is homogeneously divided into fixed 2563 cells,
corresponding to 0.39 kpc/cell. We have also used open boundary conditions in order
to allow gas motions in/outward the computational domain as the pressure gradients
evolve with time.
3. Results
The simulations were carried out over a time span of t = 150 Myr, consistent with
the extended period of star formation in NGC1275 based on ages of its massive star
clusters (e.g. Carlson et al. 1998). Turbulence is initially responsible for small (low
density) bubbles. At thesame time, as the gas starts to cool, there is an inward flux
as a cooling flow. At this stage, the small cavities do not expand much since the
shock heating is efficient only in the core region where the sound speeds are small.
As the distance to the center of the system increases the sound speed increases and
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Figure 1. Left: 2D slice of map of density normalized by local density at t=0. Center:
Emission map for the overdense filamentary structures normalized by a maximum value
(see text). Right: projection of magnetic pressure ratio (
∫
LOS
(B2/B2
0
)dl/L).
shock dissipation becomes less efficient. However, as more turbulent cells are randomly
injected, eventually coinciding with previously inflated cavities, further expansion is
observed.
The interaction between the SN-driven turbulence and the overdense structures
results in the formation of the gaseous filamentary structures, as shown in Figure 1
(left) at t = 120 Myr. The map of overdense structures was obtained by dividing the
density map of the central slice of the cube at t = 120 Myr by its value at t = 0 Myr.
In Figure 1 (center) we show the emission map for a given line of sight, assuming the
gas is optically thin. For this plot we considered the emission (which is proportional
do the density squared) from the densest regions, above an arbitrary threshold taken as
5 times the averaged density. The contribution from cells below this threshold was set
to zero. This calculation mimics the optical emission from molecular gas, which occurs
only at the densest regions. The filaments have sizes of ≤ 40 kpc, and move outward
with average velocities of ∼ 100 − 500 km s−1. At the end, ram pressure exerted by
the outward turbulent motion counter-balances the incoming cooling flow; matter infall
ceases at t ∼ 10 Myr.
During the formation of the filaments, the magnetic field is dragged and compressed
with the gas. The local density within the filaments is n ∼ 0.01 − 0.04 cm−3, a factor
of ∼ 10 − 100 times larger than the ambient value. As a result, the magnetic pressure
within the overdense filaments and loops is typically larger thanthe surroundings by a
factor of 30− 200, i.e. the filaments present absolute values of magnetic field intensities
in the range Bfil = 5 − 20µG (as seen in Fig. 1 [right]). This value is comparable
to the estimation of B ∼ 24µG (Fabian et al. 2008) based on stability conditions for
gravitational support. The surroundings, on the other hand, present field intensities
in the range 0.1 − 1µG, in agreement with synchrotron and farady rotation estimates
(Carilli & Taylor 2002). A strong magnetic field would also be responsible for a decrease
in gas diffusion and thermal conductivity, which would allow the filaments to further
decrease in size and increase in density due to cooling (Revaz et al. 2008). Higher gas
densities in the filaments are required to match the observations.
Another important feature observed in the simulation is the generation and
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Figure 2. Line integral convolution map for the velocity field using the same time
step as in Fig. 1 (t= 120 Myr). Gray-scales correspond to velocity amplitudes which
are related to the local sound speed (Mach number) and texture corresponds to vectors
orientation. Spherical shaped shock fronts propagate outwards in different directions.
propagation of acoustic waves. Fabian et al. (2003) studied the excess emission in
X-rays from Chandra observations and identified weak shock fronts, or acoustic waves,
propagating outwards the inner part of Perseus. Figure 2 presents the two dimensional
line integration convolution method (LIC) applied to the velocity field of the middle
slice of the simulated cube. The texture of the plot represents the orientation of the
velocity vectors, and the gray-scales represent its local intensity relative to the sound
speed (bright regions in the center show the turbulence injection scales). The shell-
like gradients in gray-scales represent the acoustic waves, or even shocks, if present,
propagating outwards as seen in the observations. Fabian et al. (2003) have speculated
about their origin considering the effects of rising bubbles inflated by the AGN. The
isotropic distribution of the ripples and weak shocks indicates that they may be well
explained by the turbulence itself.
In spite of allowing the formation of loops and dense filamentary structures,
as well as the increase of magnetic field intensity within ripples and filaments, and
the generation of nearly isotropic shock/acoustic waves, turbulence alone cannot be
responsible for the heating of the central region of the cluster. Even though ICM infall
ceases, mostly due to the isotropic momentum distribution of the turbulent motions,
cooling still dominates. Being subsonic over most of the simulated volume, the turbulent
kinetic energy is not efficiently converted into heat. Therefore, another heating source
is required.
Actually, the AGN, although not providing much momentum to the gas, is the main
source of energy in NGC 1275 (and possibly in most galaxy clusters). In order to test
its importance in heating the cluster core, we performed a 2.5-D simulation with similar
setup as described in the run above, but including an AGN “heavy” particles jet, i.e. of
ions, with a total power of L = 1043 erg s−1. For that we use a standard procedure (see
Heinz et al. 2006), selecting 2 cells in the center of the simulated domain and fixing
the local velocity as vjet = 20cs (which corresponds to ∼ 10
4 kms−1) in both opposite
directions along the x-axis. The jet temperature is set as Tjet = 10T0, and its density as
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Figure 3. Density (top) and temperature (bottom) profiles as obtained for a 2.5 D
turbulent model without AGN heating (solid line) and turbulence plus AGN heating
model (dashed line).
njet = 0.1n0, resulting in a total mass loss rate of ∼ 0.2M⊙yr
−1.
In Figure 3, we compare the average radial temperature profiles obtained for each
model, i.e. with and without the inclusion of the AGN. The AGN represents the
main source of heating in the system, but turbulence is still required to isotropize
its distribution. It is important to remark that, though we do not show the maps here,
the density structures, as observed in the slices of the 3-dimensional MHD turbulence
discussed above, are almost the same in the model including the AGN. This follows
because the AGN momentum is much smaller than that injected by the SN-driven
turbulence.
4. Conclusions
In this work we presented a study of the role of MHD turbulence in the formation of
large scale density structures in the central regions of galaxy clusters with the objective
of better understanding the giant gas filaments in NGC 1275. Since AGNs do not seem
to provide enough momentum to distribute their power isotropically around the cluster
core, they may not be the main mechanisms responsible for filamentary and shell-like
ISM structures found, e.g., in the Perseus galaxy cluster. Our model provides additional
energy/momentum to the intracluster plasma via SNe explosions which we relate to
the high star formation rate in NGC 1275. These can produce shocks that propagate
outwards, pushing enough of the ISM to qualitatively reproduce the observations.
Our numerical simulations of MHD turbulence injected in a realistic ICM have
shown that most of the peculiar structures observed in NGC 1275 might be reproduced
if a SNe injection power of 1056 erg Myr−1 (typical for starburst galaxies) is used. This
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process raises gas loops and filaments with average velocities of ∼ 100 − 500 km s−1,
compatible with the observations. Some filaments are related to bubble motions. This
is not surprising as the turbulence itself results in the creation of small scaled bubbles
that evolve being dragged outwards. Compared to AGN inflated bubble models, though,
our model results in more isotropic distributions and presents shorter evolutionary
timescales. These structures are also threaded by magnetic fields whose intensity is
amplified by compression. In order to verify this possibility we have calculated the
B versus n correlation. For the filaments we obtained B ∝ n0.87. The power index,
close to unity, is expected for magnetic compression at shocks. Magnetic fluctuations
due to MHD waves, on the other hand, result in power index close to 0.5, which is
comparable to the value 0.41 obtained for the halo, disregarding the filaments. The
resulting magnetic pressure is similar to the required values of ∼ 25µG to help stabilize
them against gravitational collapse and diffusion, while the magnetic field at the halo
is kept in the range 0.1 − 1µG. The major role of the magnetic field is to stabilize
the filamentary structures. For example, magnetic field reduced the effect of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability at the edge of the structures and helped preventing the diffusion
of the cooled material with the surroundings. Of course, the transport issue is quite
important to address (see e.g., Parrish, Quataert & Sharma 2009), though it has not
been calculated in our models. However, as pointed by Dennis & Chandran (2005),
the energy transfer rate by heat conduction is very small compared to the dynamical
sources. Because of the isotropic momentum injection, the ICM infall due to the cooling
flow is ceased at t ∼ 10 Myr. However, the temperature at the core is not increased,
as expected from the observations. This is an indication that turbulence may be the
main source of momentum to the system, but not the main heating source. From 2.5-D
simulations of MHD turbulence working together with a typical AGN of L = 1042 erg
s−1, we also reproduced the radial temperature profile observed in NGC 1275.
Our results have special importance for understanding the halting of cooling flows
in galaxy clusters. AGN may provide enough energy for the heating of the cooled gas in
the cluster cores, but turbulence - even though not necessarily related to starbursts - is
needed to isotropize and distribute the energy. A more detailed analysis, including fully
3-dimensional modeling also with AGN heating, as well as models with finer resolution,
is currently in process and will be presented in a future work.
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